Synapse formation on quail trochlear neurons transplanted in duck embryos before naturally occurring motor neuron death.
About half of the trochlear motor neurons in duck and quail embryos die during normal development. In a previous study the role of target muscle in controlling the number of surviving motor neurons was investigated by reducing the number of neurons innervating the muscle. This was accomplished by removing the midbrain of the duck embryo and grafting in its place the midbrain of the quail embryo before motor neuron death begins. It was observed that the number of surviving trochlear motor neurons in the quail-duck chimera embryos was not significantly different from that of the normal quail. The present investigation was undertaken to determine whether trochlear motor neurons in the chimera embryos received afferent synapses. Brains of duck, quail and chimera embryos on days 16 and 20 were processed for electron microscopical observations. Synapses formed on motor neurons of the chimera embryos. Surprisingly, synapses on motor neurons of quail differed from those of duck, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Synapses on the motor neurons of the chimera embryos developed in a fashion similar to that for the duck motor neurons. Our failure to rescue trochlear motor neurons in the chimera embryos suggests that the developing motor neurons may respond to a larger target muscle only if they received a normal complement of afferent synaptic input.